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Invisible Nature & Invisible Pure

Unique raw wood look for windows and doors
The impressively invisible and imperceptible 
water based coating
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[Z] ZowoTec® 433 - Invisible Nature & Invisible Pure
 
Wood surfaces with a natural raw wood look are extremely popular. Builders and house owners specifically decide for the great 
natural product wood. They have the goal to permanently keep, see and feel this pure wood character indoors.

The new Invisible Nature and Invisible Pure technology from [Z] ZOBEL offers this to perfection. And regardless of whether the cus-
tomer wants a lighter or stronger natural raw wood color, both are possible. So the customer and the builder can find the raw wood 
effect of their individual choice, with full flexibility for the producer who can apply the lacquer in both 1 and 2 layers - with excellent 
intermediate coating adhesion. 

Even with thicker layers, the surface appears oiled or completely untreated. And not only that: also the haptics are simply perfect, 
the wood feels like being untreated. And all this with low emissions, green and water-based. Unique!

Follow-up costs and maintenance costs are also minimized compared to oiled surfaces, keeping highest quality standards. And 
much more. Experience now! Maximum of protection – maximum of natural appearance! Premium technology for wood surface 
finishing - made in Germany by [Z] ZOBEL! You have the choice:

The products
  

TopCoat Invisible Nature  
The natural, invisible raw wood look

TopCoat Invisible Pure
The extra bright, invisible raw wood look

The highlights
+ Uniquely natural
+ Practically not visible: raw wood look PLUS
+ Practically not noticeable: raw wood feeling PLUS
+ Highest resistance
+ Very good dirt and water repellent properties
+ Minimal maintenance - easy to clean
+ Ideal for windows, doors and other wood or wood-aluminum surfaces indoors
+ Many application methods possible (robot, air mix, spraying gun, ...)
+ Water based and ecological
+ Fast drying and easy to use
+ Reduced risk of yellowing
+ Certified children‘s toy suitability (DIN EN 71-3), saliva and perspiration fastness (DIN 53160)
+ Can be used in one or two layers

Latest Technical Data Sheets and Safety Data Sheets are part and basis of this product information and need to be observed. 
These are available under www.zobel-coatings.de.
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